Controlling cell biomechanics in orthopaedic tissue engineering and repair.
Tissue engineering offers an alternative approach with great potential for the treatment or replacement of damaged tissues or organs. In contrast to current treatments, a small sample of cells can be collected from the patient and cultured in vitro, greatly increasing the number of cells available for engineering tissue implants. As a result, engineered tissue implants limit the problems associated with patient trauma and undesirable immune response currently observed in surgical treatments practised in tissue and organ replacement. Mechano-transduction is known to play an essential role in bone tissue remodelling and repair. At physiological magnitudes, the effects of secondary messenger pathways, their components and local mediators generated as a direct result of mechanical load are known to result in an elevation of specific matrix protein mRNAs. Up-regulation of matrix protein production is paramount to tissue formation. Thus, mechano-transduction offers a method of producing bone tissue in vitro. However, successful transduction of mechanical stimuli from a substrate to cells is reliant upon a number of factors including cell-substrate adhesion, scaffold material mechanics and the activation of membrane channels, for example voltage-operated calcium channels (VOCC). Our research focuses on the optimisation of mechano-transduction pathways for successful bone tissue engineering. In this paper, we focus on the effects of cell-substrate adhesion, attenuation of VOCC activation states and biological conditioning of cell-scaffold constructs utilising bioreactors in relation to mechano-transduction-induced bone tissue production. The effects of these factors on successful bone tissue formation observed in increased matrix protein synthesis due to the optimisation of mechano-transduction pathways is discussed.